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Accretion and ejection mechanisms in active galactic
nuclei: the SKA and Athena synergy

A rich phenomenology of jets, winds, and accretion states has been observed in both active galactic nuclei
(AGN) and X+ray binaries (XRBs), suggesting a connection between the accretion and ejection flows at dif-
ferent black hole masses, from supermassive down to stellar mass. In AGN, the radiation field from the disk
and the outflows, both of winds and jets, are thought to play a fundamental role in the feedback invoked in
galaxy formation and evolution. Notwithstanding their importance, our knowledge of the accretion and ejec-
tion phenomena and their interplay is still very limited. Single+object and population studies can explore the
accretion/ejection mechanism in XRBs and AGN. The Athena X+ray observatory will be launched when the
complete SKA array will be fully operative. The combination of these two facilities will provide fundamental
improvements on several topics, revolutionizing our comprehension of the accretion/ejection phenomena at
all scales (spatial, mass, radio power). The Athena+SKA synergy will allow us to disentangle the jet/disk flows
based on their different contributions to the overall spectral energy distribution, expected to be different in
ADAF, ADAF+jet and standard disk/corona models. The superbe SKA and Athena sensitivities will lead to
high temporal resolution, allowing to test the coronal emission models where reconnection events produce
relativistic electrons, which may produce both the radio and the X+ray emission, leading to correlated vari-
ability. Given the large number of AGN that SKA will observe/detect, it will be possible to reconstruct all the
AGN accretion phases in the local Universe, from pure ADAF, to ADAF+jet dominated, to accretion efficient
regimes.
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